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Abstract. We consider the problem of exploring an anonymous undi-
rected graph using an oblivious robot. The studied exploration strategies
are designed so that the next edge in the robot’s walk is chosen using
only local information, and so that some local equity (fairness) criterion
is satisfied for the adjacent undirected edges. Such strategies can be seen
as an attempt to derandomize random walks, and are natural undirected
counterparts of the rotor-router model for symmetric directed graphs.
The first of the studied strategies, known as Oldest-First (OF), always
chooses the neighboring edge for which the most time has elapsed since
its last traversal. Unlike in the case of symmetric directed graphs, we
show that such a strategy in some cases leads to exponential cover time.
We then consider another strategy called Least-Used-First (LUF) which
always uses adjacent edges which have been traversed the smallest num-
ber of times. We show that any Least-Used-First exploration covers a
graph G = (V, E) of diameter D within time O(D |E|), and in the long
run traverses all edges of G with the same frequency.
1 Introduction
A widely studied problem concerns the exploration of an anonymous graph G =
(V, E), with the goal of visiting all its vertices and regularly traversing its edges.
At each discrete moment of time, the robot is located at a node of the graph,
and is provided with only a local view of the adjacent edges of the graph. The
exploration strategies studied in this paper fall into the line of research devoted
to derandomizing random walks in graphs [4, 7, 19, 20, 22].
The random walk is an oblivious exploration strategy in which the edge used
by the robot to exit its current location is chosen with equal probability from
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the ANR projects “ALADDIN” and “ALPAGE”, by the INRIA project “CEPAGE”,
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among all the edges adjacent to the current node; cf. e.g. [1,16] for an extensive
introduction to the topic. Explorations achieved through random walks are on
average good, in the sense that the following properties hold in expectation:
(1) Within polynomial time, the walk visits all of the vertices of the graph.
(2) Within polynomial time, the walk stabilizes to the steady state, and hence-
forth all edges are visited with the same frequency.
We focus on the problem of designing local exploration strategies which deran-
domize a random walk in a graph in an attempt to achieve the above stated
properties in the deterministic sense of worst-case performance. The next vertex
to be visited should depend only on the values of certain parameters associated
with the edges adjacent to the current node. Such a problem naturally gives rise
to the definition of locally equitable strategies, i.e. strategies, in which at each
step the robot chooses from among the adjacent edges the edge which is in some
sense the “poorest”, in an effort to make the traversal fair. In this context, two
natural notions of equity may be defined:
– An exploration is said to follow the Oldest-First (OF) strategy if it directs
the robot to an unexplored neighboring edge, if one exists, and otherwise
to the neighboring edge for which the most time has elapsed since its last
traversal, i.e. the edge which has waited the longest.
– An exploration is said to follow the Least-Used-First (LUF) strategy if it
directs the robot to a neighboring edge which has so far been visited by the
robot the smallest number of times.
When the considered graph is symmetric and directed, and the above definitions
are applied to directed edges, then the Oldest-First notion of equity is known
to be strictly stronger than Least-Used-First, i.e. any exploration which follows
the OF strategy also follows the LUF strategy [22]. Moreover, the Oldest-First
strategy is in this context equivalent to a well-established efficient exploration
model based on the rotor-router model (a.k.a. the “Propp machine”, cf. e.g. [5]
for an introduction of the model). In the directed case, both of the described
locally fair exploration stratagies are known to preserve properties (1) and (2) of
the random walk. More precisely, for a symmetric directed graph of diameter D ,
any exploration which follows such a strategy achieves a cover time of O(D |E|)
and stabilizes to a globally fair traversal of all the edges. Herein we look at
the Oldest-First and Least-Used-First strategies when applied to the undirected
edges of a graph. For this case, the results, and the used techniques, turn out to
be surprisingly different.
Basic parameters. Two parameters of interest when discussing exploration
strategies are the cover time of a graph and the traversal frequency of its edges.
We introduce them first in the context of random walks.
Let Cs be the random variable describing the number of steps required for
a random walk starting at vertex s, to visit every vertex of the graph. Then the
cover time of the graph is the maximum, taken over all starting vertices s, of the
expected values of variablesCs, C(G) = maxs∈V E Cs. Let cs,e(t) be the random
variable describing the number of visits to edge e within time t, for a random walk
starting at vertex s. We can define random variables describing the distribution
of visits to edges for sufficiently large time, fs,e = lim inft→∞ cs,e(t)/t (where
lim inf is used instead of lim to guarantee correctness of the definition). The
traversal frequency fe(G) of an edge e is defined as the minimum, taken over all
starting vertices s, of the expected values of variables fs,e, fe(G) = mins∈V E fs,e.
Given any exploration algorithm E which is fully deterministic (or in other
words, a specific exploration), the notions of cover time for E and traversal
frequency for E can be defined analogously. The only difference is that then the
variables Cs and fs,e are deterministically defined, hence we need not speak of
their expected values.
Related work. We confine ourselves to a short survey of works on random
walks, and the rotor-router model and its variants. Many other approaches to
the derandomization of random walks have been studied, most notably, through
universal traversal sequences [2] (UTS) and universal exploration sequences [15]
(UXS). UTS-s can be constructed in polylogarithimic space using pseudorandom
generators, cf. e.g. [18], whereas UXS-s have been proved to be constructible in
log-space [17].
Exploration with random walks. In expectation, random walks quickly “hit” all
vertices, and the cover time C(G) of a connected graph satisfies the inequalities
C(G) ≥ |V | log |V | and C(G) = O(|V |3) [2]. With respect to the diameter, the
cover time is upper bounded by O(D |E| log |V |). In fact, for many special graph
classes, such as complete graphs, expanders, trees, or grids, tighter bounds on
cover time can be obtained [1].
Random walks directly capture the property of equity in the sense that, for
a random walk in the steady state, the expected frequency of visits to each edge
is the same. More precisely, for a random walk on a connected undirected non-
bipartite graph G, the stationary distribution of visits to edges is the uniform
distribution with parameter 1/|E|, thus for any e, fe(G) = 1/|E|. Similarly, if
we replace each edge {u, v} with two symmetric directed edges (u, v), (v, u) then
the stationary distribution of visits is again uniform with parameter 1/(2|E|),
and so for any directed edge e, fe(G) = 1/(2|E|).
In expectation, the random walk stabilizes to such a fair traversal of the edges
very quickly. Several notions have been introduced, informally corresponding to
the expected moment at which (for a regular graph) all vertices have been visited
a similar number of times, cf. [21]. One of the most studied is that of blanket
time, which has been shown to be within a factor of O(log log |V |) of the cover
time, for all graphs [12].
Equitable exploration of directed graphs. For symmetric directed graphs, the
Oldest-First exploration strategy corresponds to exploration in the rotor-router
model, i.e. a set-up in which edges exiting each node have successive labels, and
the next edge to be traversed is selected by a pointer. After this edge is tra-
versed, the pointer moves on to the edge with the next label, in a cyclic way.
This approach was first studied in [4, 19, 20], and the cover time of Oldest-First
for directed graphs was shown to be O(|V ||E|). Slightly later [22] obtained an
improved bound on cover time of O(D |E|), and also showed that after time
at most O(D |E|) the exploration stabilizes to a periodic traversal of some di-
rected Eulerian cycle of the graph (containing each directed edge exactly once,
i.e. of length 2|E|). Consequently, Oldest-First explorations on symmetric di-
rected graphs are fair, in the sense that all edges are visited with the same
frequency fe(G) = 1/(2|E|).
When considering symmetric directed graphs, an exploration achieved in ac-
cordance with the Oldest-First rule also satisfies the conditions of a Least-Used-
First exploration. Whereas a Least-Used-First exploration need not in general
stabilize to a traversal of a directed Eulerian cycle, it also retains the property
that for any time moment, the number of visits to any two edges outgoing from
the same vertex can differ by at most 1 [13, 14]. This property immediately
implies that for symmetric directed graphs, any execution of Least-Used-First
has a cover time of O(D |E|), and also visits all directed edges with the same
frequency.
In a slightly wider context, local exploration strategies have been considered
for robots with bounded memory, cf. e.g. [8,9,17]. In some settings, the robot is
additionally assisted by identifiers or markers placed on the nodes and/or edges
of the explored graph, cf. e.g. [3, 6, 10].
Our results. Herein we establish certain properties of explorations which follow
the Oldest-First or Least-Used-First strategies in undirected graphs.
The Oldest-First (OF) strategy in undirected graphs can be regarded as a natural
analogue of the Oldest-First strategy (rotor-router model) for symmetric directed
graphs. However, whereas the rotor-router model leads to explorations which
traverse directed edges with equal frequency, and have a cover time bounded by
O(D |E|), this is not the case for Oldest-First explorations in undirected graphs.
Indeed, in Section 2 we show the following theorems.
– In some classes of undirected graphs, any exploration which follows the
Oldest-First strategy is unfair, with an exponentially large ratio of visits
between the most often and least often visited edges (Theorem 1).
– There exist explorations following the Oldest-First strategy which have ex-
ponential cover time of 2Ω(|V |) in some graph classes (Theorem 2).
The Least-Used-First (LUF) strategy in undirected graphs is fundamentally bet-
ter than the Oldest-First strategy, which is contrary to the situation in symmet-
ric directed graphs. In fact, in Section 3 we show that, in undirected graphs,
explorations which follow the LUF strategy are fair, efficient, and tolerant to
perturbations of initial conditions, as expressed by the following theorems.
– Any exploration of an undirected graph which follows the Least-Used-First
strategy is fair, achieving uniform distribution of visits to all edges (Theo-
rem 5).
– Any exploration of an undirected graph which follows the Least-Used-First
strategy achieves a cover time of O(D |E|), where D denotes the diameter
(Theorem 4). This bound is tight (Theorem 3). When the exploration starts
from a state with non-zero (corrupted) initial values of traversal counts on
edges, the cover time is bounded by O((|V |+p)|E|), where p is the maximal
value of a counter in the initial state (Theorem 6).
Notation. Unless otherwise stated, all considered graphs are assumed to be
simple, undirected, and connected. The explored graph is denoted byG = (V, E),
with |V | = n and |E| = m. The diameter of the graph is denoted by D and its
maximum vertex degree by ∆. The set of neighbors of a vertex v ∈ V is denoted
by Nv. The set of non-negative integers is denoted by N. A discrete interval [a, b]
is defined as the set of all integers k such that a ≤ k ≤ b ([a, b] = ∅ when a > b).
2 The Oldest-First (OF) Strategy
In this section we show that any OF exploration is unfair (Theorem 1), and
moreover that OF explorations may sometimes take exponential time to cover
the whole graph (Theorem 2).
Theorem 1. There exists a family of graphs (Gn)n≥1 of order Θ(n), such that
for each graph Gn in this family, some two of its edges e and e
′ satisfy fe(Gn)
f
e′
(Gn)
=
(32 )
n with fe′(Gn) 6= 0, for any exploration following the OF strategy.
Proof. Fix an arbitrary positive integer n. LetGn be the graph defined as follows.
The nodes are denoted v
(k)
j , for any j ∈ [1, 7] and any k ∈ [1, n]. Moreover, we
have that v
(k)
7 = v
(k+1)
1 for any k ∈ [1, n − 1]. This means that Gn has 6n + 1
nodes. The 8n edges are the following: e
(k)
1 = {v
(k)
1 , v
(k)
2 }, e
(k)
2 = {v
(k)
2 , v
(k)
3 },
e
(k)
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(k)
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(k)
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(k)
5 }, e
(k)
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(k)
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(k)
5 }, e
(k)
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(k)
6 },
e
(k)
7 = {v
(k)
5 , v
(k)
6 }, and e
(k)
8 = {v
(k)
6 , v
(k)
7 }, for any k ∈ [1, n]. The graph Gn is
depicted in Figure 1.
We assume that the exploration is starting from v
(1)
1 . We will now focus
on a block B of Gn, that is on the subgraph of Gn induced by the 7 nodes
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Fig. 1. The graph Gn.
D1C1
E1B1
A1
Fig. 2. The two possible cycles of traversals of a block B. Cycle (A1, B1, C1, D1, E1)
is presented in the figure. Cycle (A2, B2, C2, D2, E2) is obtained as follows: A2 = Ā1,
B2 = Ē1, C2 = D̄1, D2 = C̄1, E2 = B̄1, where X̄ denotes the reversal of the direction
of the exploration route in X.
{v
(k)
1 , · · · , v
(k)
7 }, for an arbitrary and fixed k ∈ [1, n]. To simplify the notation,
we will remove the superscript (k) in the following, when there are no ambiguities.
There may be several different explorations following the OF strategy from
v
(1)
1 . Indeed, when the exploration reaches a node with at least two edges that
are not yet explored, the exploration may proceed along any of these unexplored
edges.
By a tedious case-by-case analysis, we show that the behavior of the robot in
successive traversals of a given block follows a cyclic pattern, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. In all the cases, in the time period during which the edge e8 is traversed
4 times, the edge e1 is traversed 6 times. We now notice that the exploration
becomes eventually periodic. Indeed, only the local ordering of the last traversal
times of the incident edges at each node influences the exploration. Therefore
the number of different possible configurations of the graph and its ongoing ex-
ploration is bounded by some (large) function of n. Therefore, the exploration
is eventually periodic and, for any edge e of the graph, the sequence ce(t)/t con-
verges to the actual frequency of traversals fe(Gn) of the edge e. In particular, we
have
∑
e∈E(Gn)
fe(Gn) = 1. Since we just proved that for any k ∈ [1, n] we have
f
e
(k)
1
(Gn) =
3
2fe(k)8
(Gn), we have fe(1)1
(Gn) = (
3
2 )
nf
e
(n)
8
(Gn), with fe(n)8
(Gn) 6= 0.
This concludes the proof of the theorem. ⊓⊔
Theorem 2. There exists a family of graphs (Gn)n≥1 of order Θ(n), such that
for each graph Gn in this family, some exploration following the OF strategy has
a cover time of 2Ω(n).
Proof. We consider the family of graphs described in Theorem 1. Given an ar-
bitrary execution E of the OF strategy, there exist two edges e and e′ satisfying
fe(G)
f
e′
(G) = (
3
2 )
n (with fe′(G) 6= 0). Therefore, there exist two times t1 and t2, with
t2 − t1 ≥ (
3
2 )
n − 1, such that the edge e′ is not traversed between time t1 and t2.
Let v be the current position of the traversal E at time t1. Then, consider the
exploration E ′ which starts at v and has the same execution from the beginning,
as E from time t1. It is clear that E ′ follows the OF strategy, and moreover it
will not traverse e′ before time t2 − t1. Thus, E ′ has a cover time of at least
(32 )
n − 1. ⊓⊔
3 The Least-Used-First (LUF) Strategy
In Subsection 3.2 we will show that LUF strategies are fair and cover any graph
in O(mD) time. Before doing this, in Subsection 3.1 we construct a family of
examples showing that such a bound on cover time is essentially tight.
3.1 A Worst Case Lower Bound on Cover Time
Theorem 3. For sufficiently large n, m ∈ [n − 1, n(n − 1)/2] and D ≤ n, the
worst-case cover time of the LUF strategy in the family of graphs of at most n
nodes, at most m edges, and diameter at most D, is Ω(mD).
Proof. Fix n ≥ 16, m ∈ [n − 1, n(n − 1)/2] and D ∈ [8, n]. Let G be the graph
defined as follows, see Figure 3. Let nC = ⌊D /8⌋. The graph G first consists
of 3nC + 1 nodes organized in a chain of 4-node cycles. Let nK be the largest
even integer smaller than n/2 such that nK(nK +1)/2 < m/2. The graph G also
consists of nK additional nodes forming together with one extreme node of the
chain a complete graph on nK+1 vertices. To summarize,G has nK+3nC+1 ≤ n
nodes, 4nC + nK(nK + 1)/2 ≤ m edges and diameter 2nC + 1 ≤ D .
Fig. 3. The graph G with nC = 6 and nK = 4.
It is easily shown that the worst-case cover time of G is at least nK(nK +
1)/2 · nC ; we leave out the details of the analysis. Since nK(nK + 1)/2 ∈ Ω(m)
and nC ∈ Ω(D), the theorem holds. ⊓⊔
3.2 An Upper Bound on Cover Time
We now proceed to prove the O(mD) bound on cover time of any LUF explo-
ration, through a sequence of technical lemmas.
Throughout the proofs we will use the following notation. When describing
moments of time, the symbol t′ is treated as a more compact notation for t + 1,
likewise t′′ means t + 2. The vertex occupied by the robot at time t is denoted
by r(t); the starting vertex of exploration is denoted by s, that is s = r(0).
With each edge e we associate a counter ce called its traversal count, whose
value at time t is denoted by ce(t); initially we assume ce(0) = 0 for all e ∈ E.
When traversing edge e in the time interval (t, t′) we only increment the value
of the counter associated with this edge, ce(t
′) = ce(t) + 1. For each node u
we denote by Cu(t) the set of traversal counts of the adjacent edges at time t:
Cu(t) = {c{u,v}(t) : v ∈ Nu}. The set of traversal counts of all edges of the graph
is denoted by C(t) = {ce(t) : e ∈ E}.
At any given time t, let parameter k ∈ N∪{−1} be defined in such a way that
maxC(t) ∈ [2k + 1, 2k + 2], and let parameter l ∈ N be such that min Cr(t) ∈
[2l, 2l+1]. Parameters k, l, and r used without an indication of time are assumed
to refer to the moment of time denoted by t, while symbols k′, l′, r′, and r′′ should
be treated as equivalent to k(t′), l(t′), r(t′), and r(t′′), respectively.
We start by making the following claim which is a simple extension of the
following observation: for each vertex v different from both r and s, the total
number of traversals of edges incident to v, performed when entering v, is the
same as the total number of traversals of these edges performed when leaving v.
Lemma 1. For a node u ∈ V , let Su(t) =
∑
v∈Nu
c{u,v}(t). If Su(t) is odd, then
r 6= s and either u = r, or u = s.
Lemma 2. If for some time moment t we have k′ = k + 1, then r = s and
Cs(t) = {2k + 2}.
Proof. If k′ = k + 1, then clearly c{r,r′}(t) = 2k + 2 = max C(t). This implies
that during the time interval (t, t′) the robot chooses an edge having the maximal
traversal count. Clearly, this means that there is no edge with a smaller traversal
count available at r, so Cr(t) = {2k + 2}. Hence, in Lemma 1 the value of Sr(t)
is even, and we immediately obtain the claim, r = s. ⊓⊔
Lemma 3. For any time moment t, maxCs(t) ≥ 2k + 1.
Proof. We can obviously assume that k ≥ 0. Let τ < t be such a time moment
that k(τ) = k − 1 and k(τ ′) = k. Then by Lemma 2, r(τ) = s and Cs(τ) =
{2(k − 1) + 2} = {2k}. So, after traversing any edge adjacent to s, we obtain
maxCs(τ
′) = 2k+1. Since t ≥ τ ′ and maxCs(t) ≥ maxCs(τ ′), the claim follows
directly. ⊓⊔
Lemma 4. If for some time moment t we have Cr(t) = {2p + 2}, where p is
some integer, then r = s and p = k.
Proof. When Cr(t) = {2p + 2}, in Lemma 1 the value of Sr(t) is even, and so
r = s. Moreover, by Lemma 3 we cannot have p < k since then maxCs(t) ≤ 2k.
Thus p = k. ⊓⊔
Lemma 5. For any time moment t, the following statements hold:
– there exists a subset VA = {vl, ..., vk−1} of vertices indexed by integers a ∈
[l, k − 1], such that Cva(t) ⊆ [2a, 2a + 3].
– for any other vertex v 6∈ VA we have Cv(t) ⊆ [2b, 2b + 2] for some integer
value b.
Proof. Initially, for t = 0 we have C(0) = {0}, k = −1, l = 0, and so the
induction claim holds with VA(0) = ∅.
Assuming that the induction assumption holds for time t and a correspond-
ing set VA is given, we will now prove that it also holds for time t
′ with an
appropriately modified set V ′A. (Sometimes no modification will be necessary;
for example, when G is a cycle, we have VA(τ) = ∅ for all τ ≥ 0.) We start by
showing a small auxiliary claim.
Claim. l′ ∈ [l − 1, l + 1].
Proof : The traversal count, directly before traversal, of the edge used in time
interval (t′, t′′) can be greater by at most one than that of the edge used in time
interval (t, t′), so c{r′,r′′}(t
′) ≤ c{r,r′}(t)+1 ≤ 2l+2, and thus l
′ ≤ l+1. Suppose
that l′ < l; then we have min Cr′(t) < 2l, and by the inductive assumption
r′ 6∈ VA(t). Thus max Cr′(t) − min Cr′(t) ≤ 2, and we obtain c{r′,r′′}(t
′) =
min Cr′(t
′) ≥ min Cr′(t) ≥ max Cr′(t) − 2 ≥ 2l − 2, which means that always
l′ ≥ l − 1, completing the proof of the claim.
Now, consider the following definition of set V ′A = {v
′
a : a ∈ [l
′, k′ − 1]} for
time t′: (1) For all a ∈ [l + 1, k − 1], put v′a := va; (2) If l
′ ≤ l and l′ < k′,
put v′l := vl; (3) If l
′ = l − 1 and l′ < k′, put v′l−1 := r
′. The above procedure
clearly defines all elements v′a for a ∈ [l
′, k − 1]. We now observe that it does in
fact define all elements v′a for the whole of the required range, a ∈ [l
′, k′ − 1].
Indeed, if k′ = k + 1, by Lemma 2 we have c{r,r′}(t) = 2k + 2, so l = k + 1 = k
′.
Consequently, if l′ ≥ k+1 in the proposed construction, then set V ′A is empty as
required, and if l′ = l − 1 = k, then the only element v′l−1 of V
′
A is well defined.
We now verify the induction claim for the proposed definition of set V ′A by
checking the imposed bounds on sets Cv(t
′), for all vertices v ∈ V . Taking into
account that for all vertices v other than r and r′ we have Cv(t) = Cv(t
′), by
the construction of elements v′a based on elements va, it is evident that it now
suffices to check the bounds on Cv(t
′) for v ∈ {r, r′, vl}; for all other vertices, the
bounds follow directly from the induction assumption for time t. We therefore
now successively consider vertices r, r′, and vl.
For vertex r we need to consider two possibilities: either r ∈ VA, or r 6∈ VA.
1. If r ∈ VA, then VA 6= ∅ and so l ≤ k − 1. Since min Cr(t) ∈ [2l, 2l + 1] by the
definition of l, taking into account the inductive assumption concerning the
bounds on Cr(t) we must have r = vl (note that vertices va are only defined
for indices a ≥ l) and Cr(t) ⊆ [2l, 2l + 3]. After traversing edge {r, r′}, we
have c{r,r′}(t
′) = c{r,r′}(t) + 1 = minCr(t) + 1 ∈ [2l + 1, 2l + 2], so we retain
the property Cr(t
′) ⊆ [2l, 2l + 3]. If r = v′l, the bounds on set Cr(t
′) are
thus satisfied. We will now show that the other case, r 6= v′l, is impossible.
Indeed, when r 6= v′l we would have l
′ = l + 1 (otherwise, l′ ≤ l would mean
that l′ ≤ l < k ≤ k′, so v′l = vl = r). Therefore, min Cr′(t
′) ≥ 2l + 2, so
c{r,r′}(t
′) = 2l+2 and c{r,r′}(t) = 2l+1. Taking into account that r
′ 6= r = vl,
we have r′ 6∈ VA (as min Cr′(t) ≤ 2l +1) and Cr′(t) ⊆ [2l, 2l +2]. As we have
already observed that min Cr′(t
′) ≥ 2l + 2 and c{r,r′}(t
′) = 2l + 2, we obtain
Cr′(t
′) = {2l + 2}. Applying Lemma 4 for time t′ gives r′ = s and k = l, a
contradiction with the assumption l < k.
2. If r 6∈ VA, then since c{r,r′}(t) ∈ [2l, 2l + 1], we must have Cr(t) ⊆ [2l, 2l + 2]
(note that we must have min Cr(t) ≥ 2l). At time t
′, only the traversal
count of edge {r, r′} changes, c{r,r′}(t
′) = c{r,r′}(t) + 1 = minCr(t) + 1 ∈
[2l + 1, 2l + 2], and we still have Cr(t
′) ⊆ [2l, 2l + 2]. By the definition of
set V ′A we have r 6∈ V
′
A, so Cr(t
′) fulfills the required bound with parameter
b = l.
For vertex r′ we likewise consider two possibilities: either r′ ∈ VA, or r
′ 6∈ VA;
in both cases, we obtain that the required bounds on Cr′(t
′) are satisfied.
Finally, we consider vertex vl (under the assumption that l < k, otherwise
this case should be left out). Since the bounds for vertices r and r′ have already
been proven, we can restrict ourselves to the case of vl 6= r and vl 6= r′. This
means that the set of traversal counts adjacent to vl does not change during the
time interval (t, t′), i.e. Cvl(t) = Cvl(t
′). Clearly, the only situation which needs
some comment is when vl 6∈ V ′A; we will show that such a case is not possible.
Indeed, this would mean that l′ = l + 1 or l′ ≥ k′. If l′ = l + 1, then we would
have c{r,r′}(t
′) = 2l + 2, so c{r,r′}(t) = 2l + 1, and since r
′ 6= vl, we see from the
inductive assumption that r′ 6∈ VA and Cr′(t) ⊆ [2l, 2l + 2]. Hence, noting that
l′ = l + 1, we have Cr′(t
′) = {2l + 2}, and by applying Lemma 4 for time t′ we
obtain r′ = s and k = l, a contradiction with the assumption l < k. Finally, we
need to consider the case l′ ≥ k′. Then, since k′ ≥ k and l′ ≤ l + 1, we obtain
l′ = k′ = k = l +1, which turns out to be a subcase of the previously considered
case l′ = l + 1. ⊓⊔
Theorem 4. For any graph, the cover time achieved by any LUF exploration is
at most 2m(D +1).
Proof. Consider any time moment t such that l ≥ k. Then by Lemma 5 set
VA is empty, and for any vertex v ∈ V we have max Cv(t) − min Cv(t) ≤ 2.
Let edge {va, vb} be such that c{va,vb} ≥ 2k + 1, and consider any other edge
{ua, ub} of the graph. Let us arbitrarily choose a shortest path (w1, w2, . . . , wd),
with w1 = ua and wd = va; obviously, d ≤ D +1. The following relations hold:
c{ua,ub}(t) ≥ min Cw1(t) ≥ maxCw1(t)− 2 ≥ c{w1,w2}(t)− 2 ≥ min Cw2(t)− 2 ≥
maxCw2(t) − 4 ≥ . . . ≥ maxCwd(t) − 2d ≥ c{va,vb} − 2d ≥ 2k + 1 − 2(D +1) =
2(k − D) − 1. So, at any time moment t such that l ≥ k > D , each edge of the
graph has been explored at least once. Notice that this is always true for the
unique time moment t such that maxC(t) = 2 D +2 and max C(t′) = 2 D +3,
and we will use this time moment t as an upper bound on cover time. Since at
time τ = (2 D +2)m + 1 we must have maxC(τ) > 2 D +2 by the pigeon-hole
principle, we immediately obtain that t < τ , and the claim follows. ⊓⊔
Taking into account that by Lemma 5, for any time moment t and for any
vertex v ∈ V , we have max Cv(t) − min Cv(t) ≤ 3, and using similar arguments
as in the above proof, we obtain that at any moment of time t the following
inequalities hold: maxC(t) − min C(t) ≤ 3(D +1). We easily conclude that in
the limit, all edges are explored with the same frequency.
Theorem 5. For any graph, any exploration following the LUF strategy achieves
uniform frequency on all edges, fe(G) = 1/m.
3.3 Cover Time of LUF with Modified Initial Conditions
It turns out that LUF explorations are resistant to minor perturbations, for
example when the initial values of traversal count are not necessarily 0 for all
edges e, but arbitrarily drawn from some range of values. We have the following
theorems; details of the proofs are omitted.
Theorem 6. For any graph, the cover time achieved by any exploration follow-
ing the LUF strategy is O(m(n + p)), where p is the maximum value of edge
traversal counters at time 0.
Corollary 1. For any graph, any exploration following the LUF strategy achieves
uniform frequency on all edges, fe(G) = 1/m, even when the initial values of
edge traversal counts in the graph are non-zero.
4 Final remarks
We have shown that locally fair strategies in undirected graphs can closely imi-
tate random walks, allowing us to obtain an exploration which is fair with respect
to all edges, and efficient in terms of cover time. However, the fairness criterion
has to be chosen much more carefully than for symmetric directed graphs: Least-
Used-First works, but Oldest-First does not.
In future work it would be interesting to study modified notions of equity,
which are inspired by random walks which select the next edge to be traversed
with non-uniform probability. For example, it is possible to decrease the general-
case bound on the cover time of a random walk to O(|V |2 log |V |), by applying
a probability distribution which reflects the degrees of the nearest neighbors of
the current node [11]. It is an open question whether a similar bound can be
obtained in the deterministic sense using a derandomized strategy.
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